Stochastic Representation of Non-Markovian Fermionic Quantum Dissipation.
Quantum Brownian motion plays a fundamental role in many areas of modern physics. In the path-integral formulation, environmental fluctuations can be characterized by auxiliary stochastic fields. Intriguingly, for fermionic environments the stochastic fields must be Grassmann valued so as to memorize the order of the random forces exerted on the system. Such nonclassical fields cannot be represented by conventional means. We propose a strategy to map the Grassmann-number fields to conventional c-number noises and a set of quantized pseudolevels. The resulting stochastic equation of motion (SEOM) enables direct stochastic simulation of the fermionic dissipative dynamics. The SEOM gives exact physical observables of noninteracting systems, and yields accurate approximate results for interacting systems. The practicality and accuracy of the proposed strategy and the SEOM are exemplified by numerical studies conducted on a single-impurity Anderson model.